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EAST COAST RAILWAY
Office of the

Chief Commercial Manager
Bhubaneswar

Date. 25.11.2011Commercial Circular No. 131(G)/11

Sub: Permission for movement of 50 BTCS wagons procured by Mis Vedanta
Aluminium Ltd between CFVS to TPSK siding Korba and 'MIs VAL Siding,
Ambodala(MV AA).

Ref: (i) Rly.Boards letter No.TCR/1644/200911 d1.13.04.10, dt.30.09.10 & 26.09.11.

(ii) CCM/ECoR's Commercial Circular NO.162 (G)/IO dt.19.11.2010, 20 (G)/11
d1.18.02.11, 48 (G)111 dt.17,05.11, 64 (G)111 dt.16.06.2011,. 77 (G)/11
d1.25.07.11, 97 (G)111 dt.19.08.2011, 112(G) dtd.28.09.2011, 130(G)/11
dtd. 21. 11. 11.

In supersession to all previous instructions on the subject issued vide this office's
Commercial Circulars under reference (ii), following instructions are issued regarding movement
of62 BTCS wagons of Mis Vedanta Aluminium Ltd. (50 wagons already procured and 12 wagons
ordered for procurement).

Railway Board have permitted to move Caustic soda in Mis Vedanta Aluminium Ltd's
privately owned 62 BTCS wagons (50 wagons already procured and 12 wagons ordered for
procurement) vide letters under reference (i) and allowed a rebate in Caustic Soda when loaded
and transported in privately owned BTCS wagons as per the following:

Percentage rebate to be

Commodity
Name of the

Station from Station to
given on normal tariff

Company rates for loading in
t--

-I (i) TPSK Siding,

Train load Wagon load

I CFL Railway

I
I Korba

Mis Vedanta I siding,
and

Caustic Soda I Aluminium I Vishakhapatnam
(ii) lVUsVAL's

I

6.5 6.1

L I Port Trust,
private siding at

I
Vishakhapatnam

Ambodala

1. On dtd. 24.11.11, Mis Vedanta Aluminium Ltd has executed an agreement with East Coast
Railway accepting Railway's terms and conditions for movement of privately owned 62
BTCS wagons (50 wagons already procured and 12 wagons ordered for procurement) on
the aforementioned circuit only.

2. The rebate in freight to the above party wilt be giver} for total 10 years only from the first
day of commencement of services i.e, 25.11.11 for only those wagons procured.

3. Rebate is to be given only to the rake composed of these 62 wagons (50 wagons already
procured and 12 wagons ordered for procurement).

4. The percentage rebate indicated above would be applicable upto 30.09.2012. The rebate to
be granted for subsequent period will be notified in due course .
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5. Various details of this traffic like number of trips, total freight, rebate etc. should be
maintained at the respective loading and unloading points and furnished to divisional head
quarter with duly signed by CGS or SM of the respective stations. The said monthly
statement should be furnished by Sr.DCM of respective divisions to CCMlECoRJBBS for
appraisal.

6. In terms of clause NoAI of the agreement, rebate will be given only on these 62 BTCS
wagons. The list of 50 BTCS wagons is annexed with this circular as Annex.ur~-I. Since,
the party has procured 50 BTCS wagons, freight should be charged at Wagon Load rate
and percentage of rebate to be given on NTR applicable for Wagon load only till
commercial notification of remaining 12 BTCS wagons of Mis VAL is done.

7. Whenever the tank wagons return empty from the unloading points to the loading points
for loading, no empty haulage charge will be levied. Whenever empty haulage is required
for maintenancelPOH or for any other reason, empty haulage charges will be payable by
the company at the prescribed tariff rates i.e empty haulage charge on private account.

8. Normally no demurrage charge will be levied when the detention to the wagons takes place
in the Company's own premises. If the wagons are stabled in the Railway's premises on
account of default attributable to the Company, stabling charges as prescribed by the
Railways from time to time shall be paid by the Company to the Railways.

9. Maintenance of wagons will be undertaken by Indian Railway on payment as per the
agreement! The cost of maintenance of these wagons will be borne by the customer till the
period of rebate in freight is given i.e for 10 years from the date of commencement of
service.

All concerned to note and act accordingly.

Authority: Railway Board's Rates Circular NO.J5 of 2010 dtd.13.04.2010, 26 of 2010
dtd.30.09.2010 and 33 of2011 dtd.26.09.2011.

13
(S.Mahapatra)

Dy.Chief Commercial Manager (FS)

NO.CCMlBTCSN AL/375 Dt. 25.11.2011

All Station Managers/ Goods Supervisors/Commercial Supervisors /Siding Clerks / Booking Clerk
in Charges / Weigh Bridge Clerks! Clerk in Charges.
Copy for information and necessary action to the:-
CCM: ECoR and SECR COM: ECoR and SECR,CFTM/ECoR,SDGMIECoRJBBS,CMEIEO!JR
ChairmanIRCTIBBS,Dy.CVOfECoRIBBS,Dy.COM(FOIS)IECoRIBBSPOIRCTIBBS, Audit
ofticerlBBS. Rates Section /CCMJECoRIBBS -10 sets DRM: KUR, WAT,SBPIECoR,Sr.DOM-
WAT,SBP,KURI ECoR ,Sr.DME:WAT,SBP,KURlECoRSr.DCM:KUR,WAT/SBPIECoR
Dy.CCM(Claims)IECoR, FA & CAOIBBS:E.Co.R1y, Traffic Manager: Visakhapatnam
PortTrust, Paradeep Port! Paradeep.
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(SM&tra)
Dy. Chief Commercial Manager (FS)
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Annexure-I

LIST OF BTCS WAGONS ( MIS VAL)

•

SI.No. Wagon Numbers SLNo. Wagon Numbers
1. BTCS-002 26. BTCS-026
2. BTCS-003- 27_ BTCS-027
3_ BTCS-004 08_ BTCS-028
4. BTCS-005 09. BTCS-029
5_ BTCS-006 30 BTCS-030
6_ BTCS-007 31. BTCS-031
7_ BTCS-008 32. BTCS-032
8. BTCS-009 33 BTCS-033.-
9_ BTCS-OIO _34_ BTCS-034
10_ BTCS-01l 35_ I BTCS-035
11. BTCS-012 36 BTCS-036
12. BTCS-013 37. BTCS-037
13_ BTCS-014 38_ BTCS-038 --
14. BTCS-015 39_ BTCS-039 --
IS_ BTCS-016 40 BTCS-040
16_ BTCS-017 41. BTCS-041
17. BTCS-018 42_ BTCS-042
18. BTCS-019 43. BTCS-043--
19_ BTCS-020 44 BTCS-044
20_ BTCS-021 45_ BTCS-045
21. BTCS-022 46_ BTCS-046
22. BTCS-023 47_ BTCS-047
23_ BTCS-024 48_ BTCS-048
24. BTCS-025 49. BTCS-049 -
25. BTCS-050 50_ BTCS-OOI------------- .------~-
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